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All for ONE and ONE for all

At this year’s RVIA show in Louisville, Kentucky, Lippert Components (LCI) will be showcasing an entire offering of new products centered around its OneControl technology. New
for this year is OneControl ConnectAnywhere™.
Words Giorgio Carpi

here are several providers of “Smart
RV” systems in North America and
Europe. What separates Lippert
Components from the rest of these providers is that everything from the component
controllers, to the mobile applications, to
the user experience, is all developed and
manufactured in house by Lippert
Technologies in Sterling Heights Michigan.
LCI Technologies is the only RV technology
supplier designing and developing all solutions in-house and is the preeminent supplier of integrated RV control technologies
for essential RV features such as levelers,
slide-outs, lighting, HVAC, awnings, tank
monitoring and much more. As such, all products are designed to seamlessly integrate
with the OneControl architecture.
LCI’s OneControl® technology allows RVers
to control and access many of the coach’s
features, right from their smart device. The
OneControl Mobile Application connects the
RVers mobile device to their RV, allowing the
control of leveling systems, awnings, slideout mechanisms, bed lifts, generators,
HVAC systems, water tanks and multiple
lighting zones.
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OneControl has a family
OneControl Voice™
Adding OneControl Voice to your
Wireless or ConnectAnywhere system
allows the RVer to do an individual or
even a series of commands using their
voice. OneControl Voice brings the
same Amazon Alexa® functionality that
millions enjoy in their homes today to
your RV. Play music, find the nearest
dealership, look for the nearest state
park; just ask OneControl Voice.

OneControl View™
OneControl View is a different kind of
observation cameral system for your RV.
Instead of using a costly display to view
what’s in back of, or around your RV,
the OneControl View Camera communicates to your OneControl mobile app
and utilizes your own smart device as
the camera monitor. Get the most
advanced resolution at a fraction of the
cost of other backup camera systems.
Better resolution, more security, all on
your smart device.
OneControl Support™:
OneControl Support will revolutionize
the RV industry and make every manufacturer and dealer rethink how they
provide RV service.

Contacts:
Larry Revelino - lrevelino@lci1.com

OneControl ConnectAnywhere™
New for this year is OneControl
ConnectAnywhere™, allowing, for the first
time, RVers to use cellular connectivity with
their OneControl systems. Wireless networks
at campgrounds are not always the best, and
with every single camper trying to use these
networks at the same time, connectivity can
be
a
problem.
With
OneControl
ConnectAnywhere, this is no longer an issue.
Since ConnectAnywhere uses cellular technology, there is no more reliance on a bad wifi
network. ConnectAnywhere also allows the
RVer to connect and monitor their coach from
virtually anywhere in the world. There are
several scenarios where ConnectAnywhere
technology will come in handy for RVers.
Perhaps a storm is rolling in and the RV owner
can’t remember if they had brought their
awning in? Perhaps it is pitch black outside
and they want to turn their lights on before
they return to the RV? Perhaps It is a hot day
outside and they want their RV to be cooled by the time they arrive
to their campsite?All of these scenarios can be solved with
OneControl ConnectAnywhere.“Along with ConnectAnywhere will
be unveiling several other products in the OneControl family - says
Jarod Lippert, Lippert Components VP of Marketing & Public
Relations – Professionals will have to come by LCI’s booth, #261, to
find out what OneControl can provide. A new function of which we

are particularly proud is OneControl
Support that make manufacturers and
dealers rethink how they provide RV service. LCI reps will be providing a demo
and answering questions during their
“happy” hours on Tuesday and Wednesday of
the show from 2:00-4:00 PM.”

The European Smart Caravan experience
CI has developed a Smart Caravan concept, which made its
European debut at Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf (DE) and
showcased also at the Motorhome and Caravan Show in
Birmingham (UK). The Smart Caravan is a bespoke design to
showcase new ideas, technology and components from LCI that
are designed and available for European caravans, or motorhomes. It has no less than four slide-out sections to show how these
could be used for areas such as the kitchen, dinette, bedroom or
even a wardrobe in European caravans. These slide-outs create an
extra 2.5m² of living space without needing to tow a larger, heavier caravan. The slide-outs also enable new options for interior
layouts, as demonstrated by the Smart Caravan’s unconventional
interior designed by the premium Italian manufacturer,
Tecnoform. It shows new ways of designing, using and enjoying
living in a caravan. The slide-out sections have also been designed
so the caravan can still be used when they are closed. LCI Smart
Caravan is powered by the “LCI One Control” App and the new
Euro Levelling System designed for lighter European caravans and
motorhomes.
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